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Company: Avanta Works

Location: dubai

Category: other-general

Dentist in Dubai, UAEAre you an ambitious and experienced Dentist looking for an exciting

opportunity to work in Dubai? We are looking for an experienced and highly motivated

professional to join our team.This is a great role for an ambitious and motivated individual

with excellent communication skills and a strong commitment to providing exceptional dental

services to patients. Working days would be from Sunday to Thursday.The successful

candidate will work alongside a team of experienced dentists and assistants, and be

responsible for providing comprehensive care, including diagnosing and treating oral and

dental disorders. You must also possess superior organizational and problem-solving

abilities, as well as a good sense of humor!This is a great opportunity for an ambitious and

talented individual to work in a fast-paced environment with great colleagues. You should be

proficient in the latest dental techniques, and will be expected to be a team player.Salary is

negotiable up to AED 1500, and we are open to hiring a foreign candidate as well This job

has no reviews yet. You can be the first! Working in a greenhouse packing tomatoes .

Make work permit Users also frequently search in these cities:Subscribe to our telegram

channel @layboard_in
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